
ALSO Home with its unique blend of Scandi and Japanese inspired aesthetic was created in 2008 
by Anna Schmidt. Anna had travelled the world for other companies working as a design director, 
and had been inspired to create stylish homewares that were uniquely made by artisans from the 
countries she visited. 

After bumping into an old colleague at a trade fair, Anna caught a fresh new vision and felt that the 
time was right to launch the brand as a wholesale o�ering. Taking the brand back to its roots with a 
new capsule collection, the brand launched at Top Drawer in January 2016. Within 20 months, 
stockists around the UK and Europe had grown from six independent retailers to 160 - and is still 
growing today.

With an ever-expanding range of soft washed linen, cushions, bedspreads and throws, the range 
builds on its successful designs season after season. In addition to ALSO Home’s textile heritage, the 
range now includes furniture, rugs, handmade and handcrafted baskets, handcrafted ceramics 
and mango wood.

We became ALSO Home’s exclusive distributor back in 2020 and have seen the brand grow in 
popularity since then. It’s easy to see why when you look at their gorgeous product range. 

Our Spring collection is carefully curated to showcase earthy terracotta decorative pieces that are 
inspired by the natural textures and colours found in nature. These stunning vases, bowls, and 
vessels are thoughtfully designed to bring interest, depth, and warmth to your home, seamlessly 
blending with the natural tones and materials from our wider range.

To further enhance the natural ambience, we have introduced a beautiful green botanical block 
print bedspread and cushion. These additions perfectly complement the latest colour in our velvet 
range, lichen green. By incorporating green as the new neutral, we aim to bring the outside into 
your home, infusing it with a sense of life and hope. We truly appreciate the versatility of this colour 
and the fresh atmosphere it creates.



New velvet colour - lichen



Toft Botanical Print Bedspread, which comes in this amazing tote


